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Fitting strategy for the analysis of φ-meson production in proton–
proton collisions in the NA61/SHINE experiment at the CERN SPS is





There are many models of hadron production suitable for the CERN
SPS energy domain, which differ significantly with respect to predicted scal-
ing properties for multiplicities of hadrons if energy or size of the colliding
system is varied. Especially interesting is treatment of the strangeness pro-
duction, which is subject to several peculiar effects. Because of its ss com-
position, φ meson provides particularly tight constrains on those models. In
a purely hadronic scenario, being strangeness-neutral, it should be insensi-
tive to strangeness-related phenomena. On the other hand, if the amount
of available strange quarks is determined in a partonic stage of the collision,
the φ is expected to react more sensitively than singly strange particles.
NA49 experiment published results on φ production at SPS in pp, pPb
collisions at 158GeV [1] as well as PbPb collisions at 20A–158AGeV [2]. Due
to limited statistics, only single differential spectra of transverse momentum
pt and rapidity y were measured. The goal of the proposed analysis is to
obtain φ multiplicities in pp collisions at 5 energies in the NA61/SHINE
experiment, preferably in terms of double differential y, pt spectra. First,
the analysis method is to be trained on the 158GeV sample from the run
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in 2009, because for this energy consistency cross check is possible with the
NA49 result. After training, the analysis is planned to be applied to lower
energy samples taken in 2009 and high statistics samples at the top SPS
energy taken in 2010 and 2011.
2. The analysis method
Analysis is to be done by means of invariant mass spectra fits in the
φ→ K+K− decay channel, for which the branching ratio is about 50%.
The most important part of the data selection is the selection of kaon
candidates. In the NA61/SHINE experiment, particle identification (PID) is
performed using energy loss dE/dx in the gas of time projection chambers
and, in a limited acceptance, using time of flight. Currently, tracks are
accepted as kaons if their dE/dx is within ±5% of the value predicted for
their momenta by the assumed Bethe–Bloch curve. Due to resolution of
dE/dx measurement, there are always some pions and protons misidentified
as kaons. The cut has to be tight enough to prevent too high contamination,
so not all kaons are accepted and, consequently, some φ mesons are lost.
A correction due to this effect is needed. One approach is to utilize the
knowledge of dE/dx distributions and make a cut with a constant, known
efficiency in the whole kaon phase space [1, 2]. Another way is to obtain the
PID efficiency from the tag-and-probe method [3]. It requires two samples of
track pairs to build invariant mass spectra. In the probe sample, both tracks
need to pass the PID cut. Assuming that Nφ denotes the corrected number
of φ mesons and ε is the kaon PID efficiency, number of resonances measured
in the probe sample is Np = Nφε2. The tag sample is built from track pairs
in which at least one of tracks has to pass the PID cut. Consequently,
the yield measured for this sample is Nt = 2Nφε(1 − ε) + Nφε2. Doing
a simultaneous fit to both samples, one can get values of Nφ along with ε.
To extract φ signal from invariant mass spectrum, signal and background
components need to be parametrised. For the background estimation, an
event mixing method is used. In this method, kaon candidate from the cur-
rent event is paired with candidates from an arbitrary number of previous
events to fill the mixed events invariant mass spectrum. This method pro-
vides a fully uncorrelated background, however e.g. due to conservation laws,
the true background is built of correlated pairs. Because of this, in general,
the method does not work, but it may give satisfactory estimation in certain
rare cases, like the φ one. The signal is parametrised with the Voigt function
to take into account the Lorentz shape of the resonance and the Gaussian
broadening due to detector momentum resolution. This gives the following
fit function
f(m) = N × V (m−mφ, σ, Γ ) +Nbkg ×Mixed(m) .
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Above, N is the signal yield. In a fit to a single sample, it is a free
parameter. In the simultaneous fit to tag-and-probe samples, it is a function
of Nφ and ε. Initially, the fit is done for the probe sample only, without
binning of y, pt. The φ invariant mass mφ and the detector resolution
parameter σ obtained in this way are fixed in following fits, where due to low
statistics or low signal to background ratio, unconstrained fits are unreliable.
Due to high correlation of σ and Γ , the resonance width is fixed to the PDG
value of Γ = 4.26MeV [4].
To test the method, it is applied to 1.7M preselected pp events at 158GeV
collected by NA61/SHINE. Figure 1 shows an example simultaneous fit to
both samples in the unbinned φ phase space, which matches to the phase
space of NA49 analysis in [1]. One can see that both the signal and back-
ground are well described. However, in the tag sample the signal to back-
ground ratio is low due to high number of pions taken into account, what
in the case of binned y, pt gives high statistical uncertainties of Nφ (see
Fig. 2). This might be improved by requiring all the tracks in the tag sam-
ple to pass a broad PID cut which has 100% efficiency for kaons, but reduces
number of pions. Two versions of analysis method are tested on a 2D y, pt
phase space. Their results are compared in Fig. 2. Yields from fits to the
probe sample only (black circles) have to be corrected for PID efficiency and
some more effects (see the next paragraph), therefore, in most bins they are
systematically lower than the PID corrected (red/grey squares) results of
simultaneous fits to two samples. This agrees with the expectations.
Still several ingredients need to be developed. They include corrections
for geometrical acceptance and decay of kaons, reconstruction efficiency, non-
target interactions contribution, and trigger bias. Also systematic uncertain-
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Fig. 1. Result of a simultaneous fit to tag-and-probe samples in an unbinned phase







































































Fig. 2. Comparison of yields resulting from fits to NA61/SHINE data in two ver-
sions of the analysis method for 5 center-of-mass rapidity bins. See the text for the
meaning of symbols.
3. Conclusion
Analysis method of φ-meson production in the NA61/SHINE experiment
is being developed. Fitting strategy along with possibility to use the tag-
and-probe method for PID efficiency correction was discussed. Within the
tested statistics, tag-and-probe method in the present form yields too high
statistical uncertainties, but there seems to be a possibility to improve it.
Also the steps to be still developed were listed.
This contribution reports on the technical work motivated by and tested
using experimental data of the NA61/SHINE Collaboration at CERN SPS.
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